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Band: Vomitile (CY) 

Genre: Death Metal 

Label: Pitch Black Records 

Albumtitle: Mastering The Art Of Killing 

Duration: 37:09 

Releasedate: 03.10.2014 

 

Wow! Well, true Death Metal from US is also celebrated in Cyprus?! Even if I don't know the debut album "Igniting 

Chaos", the follow-up "Mastering The Art Of Killing" impresses me much more. 

 

Sawing guitars, a pumping bass and fast drums pushing the songs over and over forward and above them all evil and 

hateful growls are enthroned. This is the master receipt of the Southern Europeans Vomitile. The songs are basically 

fast, but get awesome parts to headbang in the central. The guys sound precisely not like other bands, but have a 

strong personal note. This is somewhat rare for newcomers, especially in this genre.  

 

The songs are reduced to the essential and smash right into your face. The brutality of the music fits perfectly to the 

Old School Vibe that reigns throughout the whole album. It also fits that the solos are really short and don't change 

the structure of the songs.  

 

The Album is far away of a progressive sound, but one notes that the musicians control their instruments very well. 

They have a song-oriented feeling and get the most brutality out of it. The production is powerful and expresses the 

songs in such a way that it's always forceful and doesn't get lost in the mud of sound.  

 

You can identify, based on the song titles, that the lyrics deal with war, death and chaos; this sort of thing is typical 

for this genre. The cover of the debut album seems to be very stereotyped in contrast to the second opus where 

they have considered something artificial. Certainly, it offers little insight into the music, even though the colours 

look truly sinister. 

 

The only downside of the album is that it is only available as CD. Such music is really made for vinyl, but maybe there 

is more to come in view of licensing or the like. 

 

Conclusion: 

Fans of bands like Suffocation, Cannibal Corpse or Cryptopsy should get the one's rocks off this album. It is an 

entertaining album that screws off the head of the listener. Old School Death Metal cannot be performed much 

better! 

 

Rating: 9,5/10 

 

Recommendations: Morbid Holocaust, Born To Kill, Slaughterhead 

 

Weblink: http://www.vomitile.com , http://www.facebook.com/vomitile 

 

Line-Up:  

 

Khatch Yildizian - Bass, Vocals 

Panos Larkou - Guitar 

George Yildizian - Guitar 

Hugo Olivos - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Morbid Holocaust 

02. Project Mayhem 

03. Forthcoming Apocalyptic War 

04. Born To Kill 

05. Forced Mutilation 

06. Nekropound 

07. Slaughterhead 

08. Stabbed, Shot And Bludgeoned 

09. Immense Catastrophe 

10. Commencing Assault 

 

Author: Leatherface / Translation: Dine 


